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INTRODUCTION
GENERAL
This user manual is designed to introduce Concept Pro video surveillance equipment, 
demonstrate product installation, and provide guidance on product features. Please carefully 
read these instructions prior to installation of this product and ensure continued adherence 
to these instructions during product operation. Failure to follow these guidelines may result in 
personal injury, property damage, violation of product warranty, or irreversible product damage.

APPLICABLE PRODUCTS
This user manual applies to the following products:

Model Number
DL PLUS-4
DL PLUS-8
DL PLUS-16

COPYRIGHT  
Editing, translating, and/or re-printing this user manual partially or in full without the 
manufacturer’s approval is prohibited.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY  
This product is not designed to prevent fire and theft. The seller and manufacturer shall not be 
liable for accidents or damage that occur while using this product. 

This manual shall be updated on a regular basis to ensure the information within is as accurate 
and up to date as possible. However, the seller and manufacturer reserve the right to upgrade 
the product firmware to improve the performance of the product without prior notice, potentially 
causing some discrepancies in the user manual contents.
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PRODUCT SAFETY
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
The products referred to in this user manual have been tested and approved according to 
relevant CE product standards. The seller and manufacturer shall not have any responsibility for 
any accident or damage that may occur during the use of this product. 

For your safety, please carefully read these instructions prior to installation of this product and 
ensure continued adherence to these instructions during product operation. 

CAUTION
Failure to follow the guidelines below may risk property damage, data loss, diminished product 
performance, or unpredictable results.

BEFORE INSTALLATION
Comply with the following instructions to prevent a fire, explosion, system failure, or electric shock:  

• Remove the power supply module before proceeding.  

• Check the input voltage (AC100V–AC240V) with the power supply module before connecting. 

• Keep the product away from excessive humidity  
(refer to optimal operating temperature indicated in product specification sheet).

• Ensure that all devices connected to the product are properly earth grounded.
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PRODUCT INSTALLATION
Comply with the following instructions to prevent accidents, physical injury, and improper 
product operation:

• Keep at least 18 centimetres of distance between the product cooling fans/ventilation 
holes and other surfaces such as walls to ensure proper product ventilation.

• Install the product on a flat surface.

• Keep the product away from direct sunlight or excessive heat sources (e.g., heaters).

• Only use the included standard power supply adapter or similarly rated power supply 
adapter that matches the power supply specifications indicated in the product specification 
sheet. Using any other power adapter may result in fire, electrical shock, or product damage.

• Incorrectly connecting the power supply adapter or replacing any product batteries may 
cause explosions, fire, electric shock, or product damage.

DURING OPERATION
Comply with the following instructions to prevent a fire, explosion, system failure, or electric shock:  

• Do not disassemble the product; if service appears to be required, please contact 
product supplier for trained technician service.

• Do not connect multiple devices to a single power supply adapter. Exceeding the rated 
power capacity may cause abnormal heat generation or fire. 

• Keep product away from excessive dust or flammable substances (e.g., propane gas).

• Do not operate or handle the product with wet hands while the product is powered.

• Do not insert a conductor or other object into the ventilation system/holes.

• Do not apply excessive force when unplugging the power cord.

• Do not shake or apply excessive force to the product.

• Only use attachments or accessories specified by the product manufacturer.

DISASSEMBLY & CLEANING  
Comply with the following instructions to prevent voiding product warranty or product damage:

• Use a dry cloth for cleaning the product surface.

• Do not wipe the product using water, paint thinner, or organic solvents.  

• Never dismantle, modify, or attempt to repair the product.  
Contact product supplier for maintenance.
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WARNING
To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not expose this product to rain or moisture. 

To avoid injury, this product must be mounted securely to a surface in accordance with the 
following installation instructions. 

• Use only the standard power source specified in the specification.  
Using a different power source can cause fire, electric shock, or damage to the product. 

• Ensure the product is reliably installed.  
Otherwise, the product may fall and cause personal injury. 

• Do not block any ventilation openings;  
install in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. 

• Do not install near any heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, stoves, or other 
apparatus (including amplifiers) that produce heat. 

• Do not defeat the safety purpose of the polarized or grounding-type plug.  
A polarised plug has two blades with one wider than the other. A grounding type plug has 
two blades and a third grounding prong. The wide blade or the third prong are provided 
for your safety. If the provided plug does not fit into your outlet, consult an electrician for 
replacement of the obsolete outlet. 

• Do not place conductive objects (e.g. screwdrivers, coins, metal parts, etc.) or containers 
filled with water on top of the camera. Doing so may cause personal injury due to fire, 
electric shock, or falling objects. 

• Protect the power cord from being walked on or pinched particularly at plugs, 
convenience receptacles, and the point where they exit from the apparatus. 

• Do not install the product where the air conditioner is exposed to direct air.  
Otherwise, moisture may condense inside the product due to temperature differences 
inside and outside the product. 

Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel. Servicing is required when the apparatus has 
been damaged in any way, such as when the power supply cord or plug is damaged, liquid has 
been spilled or objects have fallen into the apparatus, the apparatus has been exposed to rain 
or moisture, does not operate normally, or has been dropped.

PRIVACY PROTECTION
The device user or data controller may collect personal data while using this product or connected 
video surveillance products, including face, vehicle license plate number, e-mail address, etc.  
All users must ensure they understand and abide by local privacy protection laws and regulations in 
order to protect the legitimate rights and interests of other by people and implement any necessary 
measures such as the provision of clearly visible notification of video/audio monitoring.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
KEY FEATURES
The Deep Learning Plus (DL PLUS) products are based on the latest deep-learning technology 
to provide up to 16 channels of intelligent video analysis. This allows for object detection, 
identification, counting, and tracking. It also allows for complex event rule configuration to 
better customise each video channel to its specific environment. This custom deep-learning 
algorithm can accurately detect desired object types, trigger alarm event outputs, and integrate 
with external systems via metadata.

• Equipped with the latest deep-learning technology for object recognition (human, car, bicycle).

• Powerful deep learning (DL) rule engine for various situations and action types  
(intrusion, line crossing, occupancy, loitering, stopping, area entrance/exit).

• DL object counters for each target detection rule based on specific zones/object type.

• Easy COMPANION MODE for plug and play DL functionality across up to 16 channels when 
used with VUHDIP Network Video Recorder products (note: firmware upgrade required).

• Advanced UNIVERSAL MODE allows for DL rules to be configured with more options 
from the DL PLUS web interface; event metadata transmission to VUHDIP Network Video 
Recorder products can be selected to integrate with an existing IP CCTV system  
(note: firmware upgrade required).

• Advanced EVENT SERVER MODE allows for DL rules to be configured with more options from 
the DL PLUS web interface; event metadata transmission to third party video surveillance and/
or business intelligence software can greatly enhance an existing IP CCTV system.

• Various DL event action triggers: customised e-mail notifications, ONVIF metadata, VUHDIP 
NVR metadata, VMS metadata, alarm output, FTP, HTTP, TCP, and alarm arm/disarm.

• Decoding for up to 480FPS@2MP or 120FPS@8MP.

• On-screen metadata overlays RTSP video stream for easy compatibility with third party systems.

• Plug-in free web interface for easy configuration and live video streaming.

• Standard ONVIF protocol support for easy integration with ONVIF-based systems.
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INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
The following items are included in the box:

Item Quantity
DL PLUS Product X1
Power Supply Adapter X1
Cable Clamp X1
Screw X1
Quick Start Guide X1

FRONT PANEL OVERVIEW

 

List LED Description

POWER
Indicates device power status. Blinks red during boot-
up and turns green during product operation.

STATUS
Indicates deep learning (DL) event detection.  
Blinks green when DL events are detected.

ETHERNET 1
Indicates device Ethernet 1 network connection.  
Blinks green when network communication is taking 
place. Turns off when no connection is active.

ETHERNET 2
Indicates device Ethernet 2 network connection.  
Blinks green when network communication is taking 
place. Turns off when no connection is active.
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REAR PANEL OVERVIEW

DL PLUS-4

1

5

3 72

6 8

DL PLUS-8 & DL PLUS-16

41

5

3 72

6 8

No. Item Description
1 USB Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports for additional devices  

(e.g., USB storage device for firmware upgrade).
2 HD MONITOR HDMI port for connection to monitor to view live video.  

Note: DL PLUS cannot be configured locally.
3 ETHERNET 1 RJ-45 port for network connection. Allows DL PLUS device 

configuration, interoperation with VMS, video recorder, and IP 
camera equipment.

4 ETHERNET 2 RJ-45 port for connecting IP cameras and other equipment in a 
separate network environment.

5 ALARM IN Alarm input signal terminal for connection with alarm sensor 
equipment.

6 RELAY Alarm output relay terminal for connection with external alarm 
equipment.

7 RS485 RS-485 communication device connection terminal.
8 DC12V DC12V power input for included power supply adapter.
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PRODUCT INSTALLATION
BASIC CONNECTION OVERVIEW
 

 

 

CONNECTION WITH CONCEPT PRO RECORDER IN COMPANION MODE
The easiest method to utilise the DL PLUS product is to connect to a compatible Concept Pro Video 
Recorder in COMPANION MODE. This mode allows for all DL rule configuration to be completed from 
the NVR. To configure DL PLUS in COMPANION MODE, simply follow the steps below:
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1. Install the DL PLUS product on the same network as the desired, compatible Concept 
Pro video recorder (e.g., VUHDIP Series NVR). Note: A firmware upgrade may be 
required for the video recorder to work with DL PLUS.

2. From the Concept Pro Video Recorder user interface, navigate to <MENU> - <SYSTEM 
SETUP> - <CAMERA> - <ANALYTICS> menu.

3. Under the <ACTIVATION> tab, select the <DL PLUS SCAN> button to scan the network 
for any connected DL PLUS products. The DL PLUS device MAC address should 
appear under the DL PLUS column. Select the DL PLUS button for each channel that 
will be configured to use DL PLUS algorithms. Click <APPLY>.
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4. Navigate to the <PROPERTY> tab and select a desired video channel from the 
<CHANNEL> drop-down menu. Refer to the top section to the right. Set <ACTIVATION> 
to <ON>, select a DL algorithm (e.g., Human/Vehicle Detector), and select <EDIT> 
under <RULE ENGINE> to configure the DL rule type, <CALIBRATION> to edit and 
calibrate DL rules, and <ENGINE/OSD OPTION> to configure on-screen display options. 
When finished, click <APPLY>. Repeat for any other desired channel.

FUNCTIONALITY WITH CONCEPT PRO RECORDER IN COMPANION MODE
When the DL PLUS product is connected to a supported Concept Pro video recorder in 
COMPANION MODE, the following functionality can also be utilised: 

• Live DL Timeline: Click the DL Timeline button on top of the Live Recording Timeline 
located on the right side of the live user interface. This displays a thumbnail of any 
detected objects, which can be directly played back.

• DL Event Triggers: Navigate to <MENU> - <SYSTEM SETUP> - <EVENT> - 
<ANALYTICS> menu to configure any desired action triggers to occur when DL events 
are detected. Options include Alarm Output, Call Preset, Buzzer, Video Pop-up, E-mail 
Notification, FTP Notification, and Mobile Push Notification. Choose the Double Knock 
option to link DL event detection with the simultaneous Alarm Input event detection to 
further prevent false alarms.
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• DL Search: Navigate to <MENU> - <SEARCH> - <DL SEARCH> menu to search for 
recorded DL events. Select the DL PLUS Engine, DL event type, applicable channels, rule 
type, and date/time. Any recorded video can be played back and archived.
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NETWORK SETUP
Please follow the instructions below to access the product via web browser for live video 
monitoring, configuration, etc.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR WEB INTERFACE
Remote client PCs must meet the following minimum specification to open the DL PLUS web interface:

Item Description
Recommended Browser Google Chrome, FireFox, Microsoft Edge, Safari
Operating System Windows, MacOS, Linux
RAM >1GB

ACCESSING DL PLUS FROM WEB BROWSER
Follow the instructions below to access the DL PLUS web interface via web browser:

1. The DL PLUS product is set to DHCP by default and should therefore be automatically 
assigned a unique IP address when connected to a new network. This can be checked 
from the network router’s configuration page. The DL PLUS product can be connected 
to using the following default format:

a. IP Address:  IP Address>:8443

i. Example: https://192.168.1.115:8443

ii. Note: Make sure to use HTTPS in the URL (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure).

b. Log-in:

i. ID: ADMIN

ii. Password: 1234

iii. Note: For security purposes, changing the default user ID and password to 
unique, complex values is strongly recommended. This can be done from the 
<SYSTEM> menu in the web interface.

c. If prompted by the web browser, check the option to proceed to the entered IP address.
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2. ‘Admin_Tool.exe’ can be used to discover and configure DL PLUS units (as well as 
some other Concept Pro products) over the network.

a. Click the <SEARCH> button to search the network for any connected DL PLUS units. 

b.  Search results are displayed on the screen when the search function is completed. 
You can determine the DL PLUS units from the listed model information and click on 
the desired product to configure further.
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3. Select one of ‘DHCP’ or STATIC’ for <Network Type> at the bottom left. Please input 
the IP Address, Subnet Mask, Gateway, DNS information and click ‘APPLY’ button. 

4. The device list window will automatically update after a short interval of time.  
Configure the network settings window if desired. 

5. Double-click a device in the device list window to open the device’s web interface.

Note: Please click ‘Advanced’ button at the bottom and click ‘Go to(unsafe)’ button if you see a 
security warning as shown below (unlike a portal site that uses a public certificate, you may get 
a warning by using a private certificate). This is a completely safe procedure as the user is only 
connecting to DL PLUS.
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6. Enter the default user ID and password (ADMIN/1234). Input username and password in 
the login window 

Note: For security purposes, changing the default user ID and password to unique, complex values 
is strongly recommended. This can be done from the <SYSTEM> menu in the web interface. 
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LIVE OVERVIEW

No. Item Description
1 SETUP Click to configure DL PLUS settings.
2 USER/LOGOUT Displays currently logged in user;  

click LOGOUT to log out of DL PLUS.
3 LIVE VIEW Displays current live video for video source(s) 

connected to DL PLUS.
4 VIEW SELECTOR Select multi-view or specific channel view.
5 RTSP STREAM Displays RTSP stream URL for currently selected live view.
6 SYSTEM ARM/DISARM Manual switch to arm/disarm DL PLUS and associated 

alarms.

6

54

3

21

6
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LIVE OVERVIEW

No. Item Description
1 SETUP Click to configure DL PLUS settings.
2 USER/LOGOUT Displays currently logged in user;  

click LOGOUT to log out of DL PLUS.
3 LIVE VIEW Displays current live video for video source(s) 

connected to DL PLUS.
4 VIEW SELECTOR Select multi-view or specific channel view.
5 RTSP STREAM Displays RTSP stream URL for currently selected live view.
6 SYSTEM ARM/DISARM Manual switch to arm/disarm DL PLUS and associated 

alarms.

6

54

3

21

UNIVERSAL & EVENT SERVER MODE SETUP
DL SOURCES MENU
Configure the video sources, channel name, applicable DL algorithm, and object exclusion area 
for each channel.

VIDEO SOURCE
Configure a video source and default DL algorithm for each channel. 

The DL PLUS product supports the following decoding performance from video sources:

Max. Frame Rate @ Video Source Resolution

Model 2-megapixel 5-megapixel 8-megapixel
DL PLUS-4 4CH@100FPS 4CH@48FPS 4CH@24FPS
DL PLUS-8 8CH@200FPS 8CH@96FPS 8CH@48FPS
DL PLUS-16 16CH@400FPS 16CH@192FPS 16CH@96FPS

It is important that all channels used as video sources for DL PLUS meet this decoding 
specification in order to prevent issues with product stability. If necessary, reduce resolution 
and/or frame rate for video sources from their respective stream/record setup menus to ensure 
total decoding performance is maintained.

The DL PLUS product is essentially compatible with any ONVIF device—DVR, NVR, or IP 
camera—that supports RTSP video streaming. This means DL PLUS in Universal and Event 
Server modes can be used with current as well as legacy Concept Pro equipment, in addition 
to other third-party products. Anything from individual IP cameras to specific channels from 
existing video recorders can be added as a video source. Video sources can be added 
automatically or manually as indicated below.  
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AUTOMATICALLY CONNECTING IP CAMERA, DVR & NVR VIA ONVIF 
DISCOVERY PROTOCOL
Video sources such as IP cameras, digital video recorders, and network video recorders, that are on 
the same network as the DL PLUS device can be found using an automatic ONVIF Discovery scan.

1. In the URL column, press <DISCOVERY> to open the ONVIF Discovery window.

2. Press <DISCOVERY> to search the connected network for ONVIF- compliant devices.

3. For a discovered device, input the user ID and password, then press <LOGIN>.

4. Assign the video stream address of the selected ONVIF device to a specific channel.

5. When all desired configuration is complete, select <APPLY> to save settings and close.

6. Back in the Video Source menu, configure the following fields:

a. NAME: Enter a name for the video source channel.

b. PROTOCOL: Select whether to stream via TCP, UDP, or MULTICAST.

c. DL ALGORITHM: Select applicable deep learning algorithm  
(e.g., Human/Vehicle – Normal).

d. STATUS: Displays the current video source status; click the button to update.

7. When all desired configuration is complete, select <APPLY> to save settings.
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MANUALLY CONNECTING IP CAMERA, DVR & NVR VIA RTSP VIDEO STREAM URL
Alternatively, video sources such as IP cameras, digital video recorders, and network video 
recorders can be manually added to DL PLUS by directly entering the device RTSP address. 
Note: a device must support standard TCP based RTSP video streaming to be added to the DL 
PLUS product.

1. In the URL column, enter the desired video source RTSP URL  
(e.g., rtsp://ADMIN:1234@192.168.1.114:554/live/main).

2. Back in the Video Source menu, configure the following fields:

a. NAME: Enter a name for the video source channel.

b. PROTOCOL: Select whether to stream via TCP, UDP, or MULTICAST.

c. DL ALGORITHM: Select applicable deep learning algorithm  
(e.g., Human/Vehicle – Normal).

d. STATUS: Displays the current video source status; click the button to update.

3. When all desired configuration is complete, select <APPLY> to save settings.

SELECTING A DEEP LEARNING (DL) ALGORITHM  
The DL PLUS product supports a variety of powerful deep learning (DL) algorithms, and 
additional free and optional algorithms will be added in the future as well. When the right DL 
algorithm is selected for the right video source, environment, and trigger, DL PLUS can provide 
accurate detection of target objects >95% of the time. Some DL algorithms require more DL 
PLUS computing power, so the total DL Algorithm resource requirement is listed in the Video 
Source menu (max. 2,000 resources). Additional information on included DL algorithms and 
recommended detection data is explained below:

Algorithm Description Status Resources

Human/Vehicle – Normal Detects people and vehicles at medium ranges. Included 120

Human – Normal Detects people at medium ranges. Included 120

Human/Vehicle – Normal 
(Faster Objects)

Detects people and vehicles at medium ranges but optimised for 
higher speeds. Useful for line crossing and enter/exit detection.

Included 480

Human – Normal (Faster 
Objects)

Detects people at medium ranges but optimised for higher speeds. 
Useful for line crossing and enter/exit detection.

Included 480

Human/Vehicle – Far Detects people and vehicles at long ranges. Included 480

Human – Far Detects people at long ranges. Included 480

People Counting for Door 
Control

Adds ability to combine enter/exit people counts into a combined 
occupancy count and the ability to trigger an output such as closing an 
entrance door when the specified max. capacity is reached. The door 
would automatically re-open when the max. capacity returns below the 
specified value.

Optional 0

Auto Loss Rate Correction 
for Occupancy

Adds ability to automatically review enter/exit counts and adjust for 
inaccuracies.

Optional 0

Face Recognition

Detection Trigger: Intrusion into Custom Zone

Recognition Modes: Unregistered Face by Group, Comparison With 
Registered Faces by Group & Similarity, Facial Attribute Filtering by 
Gender/Age

Liveness Detection: Supported (filters photos/images of faces)

Database: Create groups, upload photos by image/webcam/bulk upload

FR Filter & Pose Limit settings

Optional 
(H/W)

135
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Mask/Sunglass Detection

(Required Face Recognition) Adds ability to detect mask and sunglass 
criteria to trigger more specific events. Mask detection can be set 
to trigger when a person is detected wearing a mask, not wearing a 
mask, covering their face, or if the system is unsure. Glasses detection 
can trigger for wearing or not wearing.

Optional 0

Social Distancing 
Measurement

Adds ability to trigger events when people are not observing a set 
social distancing rule. This rule requires some actual calibration of 
distances in the camera field of view but allows for subsequent event 
filtering for specific distances/dwell times.

Optional 0

Gender Detection – 
Normal

Adds ability to trigger intrusion, line crossing, enter/exit, occupancy, 
loitering, stopping detection rules for male/female target object 
classification at normal range/speed.

Optional 222

Gender Detection – Faster
Adds ability to trigger intrusion, line crossing, enter/exit, occupancy, 
loitering, stopping detection rules for male/female target object 
classification at higher speeds.

Optional 444

Safety Helmet Detection
Same functions as included Human Detection algorithm, but with 
added target object classification that triggers events if a person is 
wearing a safety helmet or not (ideal for construction/industrial sites).

Optional 120

Fallen Person Detection
Same functions as included Human Detection algorithm, but with 
added target object classification that triggers events only when a 
person is detected falling.

Optional 120

License Plate Recognition 
(GB) - Slower

Same functions as included Human/Vehicle Detection algorithms, 
but with ability to recognise United Kingdom number plates at slower 
speeds. Number plate data can be batch imported, groups can be 
created/edited, and plates can be individually registered. Alarms 
can be specified to occur for a specific number plate group or for 
unrecognised number plates. Any normal camera can be used for 
LPR, removing the requirement for specific, expensive LPR camera 
hardware.

Optional 120

License Plate Recognition 
(GB) - Normal

Same functions as included Human/Vehicle Detection algorithms, 
but with ability to recognise United Kingdom number plates at normal 
speeds. Number plate data can be batch imported, groups can be 
created/edited, and plates can be individually registered. Alarms 
can be specified to occur for a specific number plate group or for 
unrecognised number plates. Any normal camera can be used for 
LPR, removing the requirement for specific, expensive LPR camera 
hardware.

Optional 240

License Plate Recognition 
(GB) - Faster

Same functions as included Human/Vehicle Detection algorithms, 
but with ability to recognise United Kingdom number plates at faster 
speeds. Number plate data can be batch imported, groups can be 
created/edited, and plates can be individually registered. Alarms 
can be specified to occur for a specific number plate group or for 
unrecognised number plates. Any normal camera can be used for 
LPR, removing the requirement for specific, expensive LPR camera 
hardware.

Optional 480

Enhanced Human/Vehicle 
Detection

Same functions as included Human/Vehicle Detection algorithms, but 
with expanded Vehicle object classification, including car, truck, bus, 
bicycle, and motorbike.

Optional 480

Fisheye Camera Human 
Detection

Same functions as included Human Detection algorithm but optimised 
for fisheye camera video streams.

Optional 480

Thermal Camera Human 
Detection

Same functions as included Human Detection algorithm but optimised 
for thermal camera video streams.

Optional 120

Active Privacy Masking Automatically pixelates humans detected in the field of view (live video). Optional 240 

Note: Up to 80 DL Triggers can be configured for up to 16 channels.  
Each channel can have one Algorithm in use.
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For accurate detection, the following minimum detectable object size relative to total camera 
field of view should be observed:

Minimum Object Size for Intrusion & Occupancy Detection
Object Type Person Vehicle
Algorithm Width Height Width Height
Human/Vehicle – Far 1.00% 3.00% 2.00% 1.50%
Human/Vehicle – Normal 1.25% 4.50% 3.00% 2.25%

Minimum Object Size for Loitering, Enter/Exit & Line Crossing Detection
Object Type Person Vehicle
Algorithm Width Height Width Height
Human/Vehicle – Far 1.25% 5.00% 3.00% 2.50%
Human/Vehicle – Normal 2.00% 6.00% 7.00% 6.00%

Minimum Object Size for Installations >3M High (Normal Algorithm)

Camera Tilt Angle
Trigger Rule Person Vehicle

Width Height Width Height

Within -30°
Intrusion, Occupancy 1.25% 4.50% 5.00% 2.50%
Loitering, Line Crossing, 
Enter/Exit, Counting

2.00% 6.00% 7.00% 6.00%

-30 to -45°
Intrusion, Occupancy 1.70% 5.00% 8.00% 3.00%
Loitering, Line Crossing, 
Enter/Exit, Counting

2.50% 7.00% 10.00% 4.00%

-45 to -60°
Intrusion, Occupancy 2.50% 6.00% 13.00% 5.00%
Loitering, Line Crossing, 
Enter/Exit, Counting

3.00% 8.00% 20.00% 7.00%

-60 to -75°
Intrusion, Occupancy 3.50% 5.50% 30.00% 9.00%
Loitering, Line Crossing, 
Enter/Exit, Counting

4.00% 7.00% 33.00% 10.00%
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FALSE ALARM FILTER
The DL PLUS can be configured to detect objects exactly as desired. In some circumstances, certain 
objects within the video source field of view may trigger false alarms (e.g., a window reflecting clouds, 
a street sign, etc.). The DL PLUS product can be tuned and create custom object exclusion areas 
that mask such items to reduce false alarms. To create object exclusion areas, please follow the 
steps below:

1. From <SETUP> tab, select <DL SOURCES> - <DL Detector> menu.

2. Select a video source channel from the drop-down menu.

3. Configure settings as desired:
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a. Track Reference Point: Select Centroid to track objects from the centre point, or Bottom/
Top/Left/Right to track objects from a relevant edge of the detected object.

b. Criteria for Determining Object in Area: Select Track Reference point to trigger events when 
the select track reference point is detected inside a configured area. Select All Points of 
Bounding Box to require the entire object to enter the area before triggering events. This 
may be useful for preventing false alarms for objects partially entering a zone. Note: this 
does not apply to line crossing or area enter/exit detection rules.

c. Number of Consecutive Frames for Classification: Select the number of frames and object 
must be detected for before triggering an event. The more frames required for detection, 
the more false alarms can be filtered. However, this may miss fast moving objects and may 
result in delayed detection of legitimate objects.

d. Object Size Filter: Select whether to use a Min. Object Size or Max. Object Size filter. If 
configured, draw a box around an object in the field of view that should serve as the min/
max object. If an object is smaller or larger than this size it will not trigger an event.

e. Minimum Confidence Threshold: Set a percentage value for which to trigger events. 
Note: object confidence percentages may vary depending upon installation angle, lighting 
conditions, distance, and algorithm. The default value of 15% is recommended for most 
installations.

f. Object Exclusion Area: Click <ADD> to create a rectangular object exclusion area. 
Click the grey box and drag to a desired location. Click the corners to resize the box as 
required. Note: The object exclusion area should be as small as possible, and the area 
only needs to cover the object centre to reduce false alarms (i.e., the entire object does 
not need to be masked).

4. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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FACE RECOGNITION
When the optional face recognition chip is installed in the DL PLUS unit and the corresponding Face 
Recognition license is applied, this menu can be used to register new faces, manage face groups, 
and configure face recognition parameters.

Group

Create, edit, and delete face recognition groups.

1. From SETUP tab, select DL SOURCES > Face Recognition menu.

2. Enter a Group Name in the text box on the right, then click Add. Created Groups will appear 
in the Group List view.

3. Clicking a Group in the Group List view will display icons for editing the Group Name, deleting 
the Group, and adding faces to the group.

Face

Register new faces to a face recognition group.

1. From SETUP tab, select DL SOURCES > Face Recognition menu, then the Face tab.

2. Upload a new face by entering the following information:

a. Photo: Click to select an existing photo from the PC file directory.

b. Webcam: Alternatively, click to take a new photo using a webcam connected to the PC.
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c. Name: Enter the name for the person being registered.

d. Note: Enter any miscellaneous information associated with the person (e.g., job title, etc.).

e. Groups: Select a group for the person to belong to.

3. Click UPLOAD to register the face.

4. Registered faces will appear in the Face List view. Select a group from the drop-down menu 
or enter a name to search for a specific face. Faces can be edited or deleted.

Management

Upload or delete face databases in bulk.

1. From SETUP tab, select DL SOURCES > Face Recognition menu, then the Management tab.

2. Perform either of the following bulk operations:

a. Reset: Click Remove All to delete all registered faces.

b. Bulk Upload: Click Select Directory to upload a folder of face photos. Note the file names 
should follow the Folder Name/Group name/Face Name.jpg naming scheme.
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Setting

Adjust specific settings that pertain to capturing faces.

1. From SETUP tab, select DL SOURCES > Face Recognition menu, then the Setting tab.

2. Adjust the following settings as desired to fine-tune a face recognition setup:

a. Minimum Recognition Size: Enter the number of pixels required to recognize a face.

b. Max Blur: Enter the maximum percentage of face blurring that can be accepted. For 
example, if set to 50% at least 50% of a detected face must be clear to recognize the face.

c. Max Pitch Angle: Enter the maximum pitch tolerance for a detected face.

d. Max Roll Angle: Enter the maximum roll tolerance for a detected face.

e. Max Yaw Angle: Enter the maximum yaw tolerance for a detected face.

f. Max. Number of Repetitions: Enter the maximum number of attempts for recognizing a face.

3. When all settings are configured, press Apply to save.
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Notes on Installing Cameras for Face Recognition

Please follow the guidelines below for optimal face recognition:

1. The camera should be installed facing incoming people head-on.

2. Face recognition can occur within about 30° to the left and right of the camera.

3. The camera should be installed at an angle of about 15°towards faces of approaching people.

4. Accuracy increases if the period between starting and ending face analysis is about 4 seconds.

5. Accuracy increases if the camera height is decreased to about the same height as people 
approaching.
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LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION (LPR)
When the optional license plate recognition license is applied, this menu can be used to register 
new license plates and manage groups.

Group

Create, edit, and delete license plate recognition groups.

1. From SETUP tab, select DL SOURCES > LPR menu.

2. Enter a Group Name in the text box on the right, then click Add. Created Groups will appear 
in the Group List view.

3. Clicking a Group in the Group List view will display icons for editing the Group Name, deleting 
the Group, and adding faces to the group.

License Plate

Register new license plates to a license plate recognition group.

1. From SETUP tab, select DL SOURCES > LPR menu, then the License Plate tab.

2. Upload a new license plate by entering the following information:

a. Plate Number: Enter the actual license plate number for a vehicle.

b. Owner Name: Enter the name for the person who owns the vehicle being registered
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c. Phone Number: Enter the phone number for the vehicle owner.

d. Note: Enter any miscellaneous information associated with the person (e.g., job title, etc.).

e. Groups: Select a group for the license plate number to belong to.

3. Click ADD to register the license plate.

4. Registered faces will appear in the License Plate List view. Select a group from the drop-
down menu or enter a name to search for a specific license plate. License plates can be 
edited or deleted.

Management

Upload or delete license plate databases in bulk.

1. From SETUP tab, select DL SOURCES > LPR menu, then the Management tab.

2. Perform either of the following bulk operations:

a. Reset: Click Remove All to delete all registered license plates.

b. Bulk Upload: Click CSV to upload a .csv file with license plates. Note the file names should 
follow the example.
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Notes on Installing Cameras for License Plate Recognition

Please follow the guidelines below for optimal license plate recognition:

1. Recognition accuracy is higher when the camera is installed at a similar height to the license 
plate.

2. Camera lens specification and camera installation should be carefully considered for the 
vehicle speed and environment.

Example 1:

• Fast vehicle speed (<60m/s)

• Camera installed at same height as target license plates using f=10.3mm lens

• Unanalysed interval, analysis start point, and analysis completion point noted

• Range from 20m to 4-5m

Example 2:

• Slow vehicle speed (<10m/s)

• Camera installed at same height as target license plates using f=2.4mm lens

• Unanalysed interval, analysis start point, and analysis completion point noted

• Range from 5m to 1m
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DL SECURITY MENU
The DL PLUS product operates based upon highly customisable deep learning (DL) action rules. 
From the <DL SECURITY> menu Action Rules can be configured to occur based on a DL or System 
Trigger with conditions according to a Schedule, and result in specific Event Actions.  
DL Statistics can also be configured. The diagram below summarises the operation of Action Rules:

 

ACTION RULE OVERVIEW
• There are two types of Triggers—Deep Learning (DL) and System. An event detected by 

the DL PLUS unit through deep learning analysis triggers a DL Trigger. An event detected 
by traditional sensor state changes triggers a System Trigger. Both kinds of triggers can 
be configured for an Action Rule.

• Specific Conditions can be configured to filter exactly when a DL or System Trigger will be 
detected. Typically, a Schedule is used as the Condition; however, additional conditions 
such as a simultaneous or ‘Double Knock’ detection of an alarm sensor input event can 
be configured.

• Action items define the actions to occur when a specific Action Rule is detected.  
Multiple actions can be selected, including e-mail event notifications, ONVIF metadata 
streams, and many more.

An example of an Action Rule based upon a System Trigger is depicted below: 

In order to configure Action Rules, Triggers, Conditions, and Actions must first be configured as follows:
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DL TRIGGER
A wide variety of Deep Learning (DL) Triggers can be configured based upon deep learning 
object identification and tracking algorithms. Supported DL Triggers are summarised below: 

DL Trigger Type Description

Line Crossing Detection
Triggers when a target object is detected crossing a custom-drawn line; 
can detect forward, reverse, or both directions.

Intrusion Detection

Triggers continually when a target object is detected entering and 
remaining inside a custom-drawn area. Note: objects remaining inside 
the area will continue to trigger Intrusion Detection alerts until they exit 
the area.

Enter/Exit Area Detection Triggers once when a target object enters/exits a custom-drawn area.

Occupancy Detection
Triggers when an object count falls below and/or raises above a pre-
determined count; alternatively, can be set to alarm every multiple of a 
configured count (e.g., every 5th object detected).

Loitering Detection
Triggers when a target object remains inside a custom-drawn area for a 
configured time period.

Stopping Detection
Triggers when a target object enters and stops inside a custom-drawn 
area for a configured time period.

Counter
Triggers when a DL Marketing counter satisfies a specific max/min 
combined count.

Social Distance
Triggers when two or more target objects move within a configured 
minimum distance.

Face Recognition
Triggers when a face is detected. Can be configured to trigger for 
unregistered faces, comparison to registered faces, or to filter gender/
age demographics.

Mask/Sunglasses
Triggers when a face is detected with specific mask or glasses sub-
classifications.

License Plate Recognition
Triggers when a license plate is detected. Can be configured to trigger for 
unregistered plates or a comparison to registered plates. 
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INTRUSION DETECTION
Intrusion Detection is a function that is triggered whenever a new target appears inside a 
configured area within the video source field of view. Detection is based upon the centre point 
of a target object. Detected objects will continue to trigger Intrusion Detection events at a 
configured interval until they exit the configured detection area.

To configure an Intrusion Detection DL Trigger, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <DL TRIGGER> menu. 

2. Select the <INTRUSION> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new Intrusion Detection DL Trigger.
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4. Configure the Intrusion Detection parameters as desired:

a. Video Source: Select a desired channel for Intrusion Detection.

b. Name: Enter a custom Intrusion Detection Trigger preset name.

c. Target Object: Select an object type for detection (person/bike/car).  
At least one target object must be selected.

d. Ignore Duplicate Event: If selected, the DL PLUS device will ignore new events that 
occur when a new object intrudes within the specified Ignore Duplicate Event Interval. 
In other words, only the first object that enters the specified zone will trigger an event 
and new events will only be detected after the time interval elapses.

e. Ignore Duplicate Event Interval: Select the time interval that must elapse before new 
events are detected (1/5/15/30/60 minutes).

f. Advanced Setup: If selected, additional configuration options will appear.

g. Intrusion Label: Enter a custom label for the on-screen Intrusion Detection counter 
widget. Note: this label only displays on DL PLUS live video (web/HDMI display output).

h. Count Reset: Select a time for resetting the Intrusion Detection counter, or manually 
reset the counter.

i. Ignore Static Object: If turned on, this can help reduce incidence of false alarms by 
only triggering when a moving object is detected. Events can still occur if a static 
object suddenly begins moving.

5. If desired, import an existing detection rule zone. Or, create a new zone by clicking 
and dragging the corners of the yellow box. Clicking within the lines allows for multiple 
manipulation points to be created to fit any polygonal area. 

6. Click and drag the red widget that will display the Intrusion Detection trigger count.

7. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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OCCUPANCY DETECTION
Occupancy Detection is a function that is triggered whenever the current count of objects inside 
a configured area within the video source field of view is outside of a specified ‘normal’ count. 
For example, an Occupancy Detection trigger can be configured to trigger if more than three 
people are inside of a specific area (e.g., queue management/detection). Alternatively, the rule 
can be configured to trigger ever ‘N’ objects counted. For example, detect every ten vehicles 
that are detected entering an area. Detection is based upon the centre point of a target object. 

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <DL TRIGGER> menu. 

2. Select the <OCCUPANCY> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new Occupancy Detection DL Trigger.
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4. Configure the Occupancy Detection parameters as desired:

a. Video Source: Select a desired channel for Occupancy Detection.

b. Name: Enter a custom Occupancy Detection Trigger preset name.

c. Target Object: Select an object type for detection (person/bike/car).  
At least one target object must be selected.

d. Trigger Method: Select the method for triggering Occupancy Detection.

i. Limits: Occupancy Detection triggers whenever object count is +/- the limits of 
objects specified as ‘normal’ (e.g., if objects below 1 or above 3).

ii. Every N Objects: Occupancy Detection triggers for every multiple of a set number 
of objects detected (e.g., every 2 objects triggers at 2, 4, 6, etc. objects detected).

e. Fewer Than: Set minimum normal count  
(i.e., triggers if fewer objects detected inside area than this threshold).

f. More Than: Set maximum normal count  
(i.e., triggers if more objects detected inside area than this threshold).

g. Count N: Set the number multiple of objects to trigger.

h. Advanced Setup: If selected, additional configuration options will appear.

i. Num Objects Label: Enter a custom label for the on-screen Occupancy Detection counter 
widget. Note: this label only displays on DL PLUS live video (web/HDMI display output).

j. Fewer Than Label: Enter a custom label for the on-screen minimum threshold level 
title. Note: this label only displays on DL PLUS live video (web/HDMI display output).

k. More Than Label: Enter a custom label for the on-screen maximum threshold level 
title. Note: this label only displays on DL PLUS live video (web/HDMI display output).

l. Trigger N Count Label: Enter a custom label for the on-screen Trigger Count level 
title. Note: this label only displays on DL PLUS live video (web/HDMI display output).

m. Count Reset: Select a time for resetting the Occupancy Detection counter, or 
manually reset the counter.

n. Ignore Static Object: If turned on, this can help reduce incidence of false alarms by 
only triggering when a moving object is detected. Events can still occur if a static 
object suddenly begins moving.

5. If desired, import an existing detection rule zone. Or, create a new zone by clicking 
and dragging the corners of the yellow box. Clicking within the lines allows for multiple 
manipulation points to be created to fit any polygonal area. 

6. Click and drag the red widget that will display the Occupancy Detection trigger count.

7. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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LOITERING DETECTION
Loitering Detection is a function that is triggered whenever a new target appears inside a 
configured area within the video source field of view and remains inside the area for a set time 
period. For example, the system can be set to trigger if a person loiters in front of a store 
entrance for more than one minute. Detection is based upon the centre point of a target object. 
Detected objects will continue to trigger Loitering Detection events at a configured interval until 
they exit the configured detection area.

To configure a Loitering Detection DL Trigger, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <DL TRIGGER> menu. 

2. Select the <LOITERING> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new Loitering Detection DL Trigger.
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4. Configure the Loitering Detection parameters as desired:

a. Video Source: Select a desired channel for Loitering Detection.

b. Name: Enter a custom Loitering Detection Trigger preset name.

c. Target Object: Select an object type for detection (person/bike/car).  
At least one target object must be selected.

d. Dwell Time: Set the time period that must elapse for Loitering Detection to occur.

e. Advanced Setup: If selected, additional configuration options will appear.

f. Loitering Label: Enter a custom label for the on-screen Loitering Detection counter 
widget. Note: this label only displays on DL PLUS live video (web/HDMI display output).

g. Count Reset: Select a time for resetting the Loitering Detection counter, or manually 
reset the counter.

5. If desired, import an existing detection rule zone. Or, create a new zone by clicking 
and dragging the corners of the yellow box. Clicking within the lines allows for multiple 
manipulation points to be created to fit any polygonal area. 

6. Click and drag the red widget that will display the Loitering Detection trigger count.

7. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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STOPPING DETECTION
Stopping Detection is a function that is triggered whenever a new target appears inside a 
configured area within the video source field of view, stops moving, and remains inside the area 
for a set time period. For example, the system can be set to trigger if a car parks in a restricted 
area for more than one minute (i.e., illegal parking detection). Detection is based upon the 
centre point of a target object. 

To configure a Stopping Detection DL Trigger, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <DL TRIGGER> menu.  

2. Select the <STOPPING> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new Stopping Detection DL Trigger.
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4. Configure the Stopping Detection parameters as desired:

a. Video Source: Select a desired channel for Stopping Detection.

b. Name: Enter a custom Stopping Detection Trigger preset name.

c. Target Object: Select an object type for detection (person/bike/car).  
At least one target object must be selected.

d. Dwell Time: Set the time period that must elapse for Stopping Detection to occur.

e. Advanced Setup: If selected, additional configuration options will appear.

f. Stop Label: Enter a custom label for the on-screen Stopping Detection counter widget. 
Note: this label only displays on DL PLUS live video (web/HDMI display output).

g. Count Reset: Select a time for resetting the Stopping Detection counter, or manually 
reset the counter.

5. If desired, import an existing detection rule zone. Or, create a new zone by clicking 
and dragging the corners of the yellow box. Clicking within the lines allows for multiple 
manipulation points to be created to fit any polygonal area. 

6. Click and drag the red widget that will display the Stopping Detection trigger count.

7. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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ENTER/EXIT AREA DETECTION
Enter/Exit Area Detection is a function that is triggered whenever a new target object enters or exits a 
configured area within the video source field of view. For example, the system can be set to trigger if 
a person enters a restricted area, such as railway lines. Objects will only trigger once for entering an 
area and once for exiting an area. Detection is based upon the centre point of a target object. 

To configure a Enter/Exit Area Detection DL Trigger, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <DL TRIGGER> menu. 

2. Select the <ENTER/EXIT> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new Enter/Exit Area Detection DL Trigger.
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4. Configure the Enter/Exit Area Detection parameters as desired:

a. Video Source: Select a desired channel for Enter/Exit Area Detection.

b. Name: Enter a custom Enter/Exit Area Detection Trigger preset name.

c. Target Object: Select an object type for detection (person/bike/car). At least one 
target object must be selected.

d. Direction: Select the tracking method for detection (enter/exit/both).

e. Advanced Setup: If selected, additional configuration options will appear.

f. Crossing Count: Set the number at which event detection will occur  
(e.g., crossing count=1 results in triggering every object detected, crossing count=2 
results in triggering every 2nd, 4th, 6th, etc. object detection).

g. Enter Direction Label: Enter a custom label for the on-screen entered objects counter 
widget. Note: this label only displays on DL PLUS live video (web/HDMI display output).

h. Exit Direction Label: Enter a custom label for the on-screen exited objects counter 
widget. Note: this label only displays on DL PLUS live video (web/HDMI display output).

i. Count Reset: Select a time for resetting the Enter/Exit Area Detection counter, or 
manually reset the counter.

5. If desired, import an existing detection rule zone. Or, create a new zone by clicking 
and dragging the corners of the yellow box. Clicking within the lines allows for multiple 
manipulation points to be created to fit any polygonal area. 

6. Click and drag the red widget that will display the Enter/Exit Area Detection trigger count.

7. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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LINE CROSSING DETECTION
Line Crossing Detection is a function that is triggered whenever a new target object crosses 
a configured line within the video source field of view in the specified direction. For example, 
the system can be set to trigger if a car is driving the wrong way. Detection is based upon the 
centre point of a target object. 

To configure a Line Crossing Detection DL Trigger, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <DL TRIGGER> menu. 

2. Select the <LINE CROSSING> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new Line Crossing Detection DL Trigger.
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4. Configure the Line Crossing Detection parameters as desired:

a. Video Source: Select a desired channel for Line Crossing Detection.

b. Name: Enter a custom Line Crossing Detection Trigger preset name.

c. Target Object: Select an object type for detection (person/bike/car).  
At least one target object must be selected.

d. Direction: Select the tracking method for detection (forward/reverse/both).

e. Advanced Setup: If selected, additional configuration options will appear.

f. Crossing Count: Set the number at which event detection will occur  
(e.g., crossing count=1 results in triggering every object detected, crossing count=2 
results in triggering every 2nd, 4th, 6th, etc. object detection).

g. Forward Direction Label: Enter a custom label for the on-screen forward objects counter 
widget. Note: this label only displays on DL PLUS live video (web/HDMI display output).

h. Reverse Direction Label: Enter a custom label for the on-screen reverse objects counter 
widget. Note: this label only displays on DL PLUS live video (web/HDMI display output).

i. Count Reset: Select a time for resetting the Line Crossing Detection counter, or 
manually reset the counter.

5. If desired, import an existing detection rule line. Or, create a new line by clicking and 
dragging the corners of the yellow line. Clicking within the line allows for multiple 
manipulation points to be created to fit any irregular line. 

6. Click and drag the red widget that will display the Line Crossing Detection trigger count.

7. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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COUNTER
The counter trigger can be useful for triggering events when very specific counting criteria is 
achieved. For example, this can be used to monitor store occupancy across multiple cameras 
and trigger an event when a specific occupancy number is reached.

To configure a counter trigger preset, please follow the steps below:

1. From the DL PLUS web interface, navigate to Setup > DL Security > DL Trigger menu, 
then click the Advanced tab and select Counter.

2. Configure the required settings as below:

a. Counter: Select an existing DL Marketing counter from the drop-down menu or click 
the link icon to create a new DL Marketing counter.

b. Name: Enter a name for the counter trigger preset.

c. Trigger Method: Select the type of counter trigger. 

i. Limits: Counter event will trigger when the combined counter value is fewer than/
more than a specified value.

ii. Every N Counts: Counter event will trigger when the combined counter reaches 
every multiple of a specified number.

iii. Limits & Every N: Counter event will trigger for both use cases.
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d. Count N: Enter the number for which the counter event should occur.

e. Fewer than: Enter the minimum value for the counter to trigger if the combined count 
is lower or disable.

f. More than: Enter the maximum value for the counter to trigger if the combined count 
is greater or disable.

g. Count Label: Enter a label for the counter widget.

h. Trigger N Count Label: Enter a label for the trigger N count widget.

i. Event Count Reset: Select a time to automatically reset the counter trigger, or 
manually reset.

j. Label Position: Select a channel to overlay the counter trigger widgets.

3.  When all settings have been configured, click Apply to save.
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SOCIAL DISTANCE
The social distance trigger will trigger when two or more objects move within a specific distance 
for specific time.

To configure a social distance trigger preset, please follow the steps below:

1. From the DL PLUS web interface, navigate to Setup > DL Security > DL Trigger menu, 
then click the Advanced tab and select Social Distance.

2.  Configure the required settings as below:

a. Video Source: Select a video source channel from the drop-down menu.

b. Space Setting: Click Set to calibrate the image. This is critical for accurately 
measuring distance. Enter the camera installation height, tilt angle, and field of view 
values, then enter the Social Distance limit. For example, if set to 3 the event will 
trigger if two objects move within 3 lines of each other. Click Apply to save.

c. Name: Enter a name for the social distance trigger preset.

d. Target Object: Select the object class to detect.

e. Dwell Time: Select the time that must elapse to trigger an event.

f. Social Distance Label: Enter a label for the social distance widget.

g. Object Size Filter: Select to add a minimum/maximum object size and draw the 
corresponding objects over the field of view. This is useful for preventing false alarms.

3. If desired, import an existing detection rule zone. Or, create a new zone by clicking 
and dragging the corners of the yellow box. Clicking within the lines allows for multiple 
manipulation points to be created to fit any irregular area. 

4. When all settings have been configured, click Apply to save.
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FACE RECOGNITION
The face recognition trigger can be configured to trigger when unregistered faces are detected, 
when registered faces of a specific face group are recognized, or for faces that fit demographic 
criteria are detected. 

To configure a face recognition trigger preset, first ensure the face recognition chip is installed, the 
corresponding license is activated, and set a desired channel to use the face recognition license. 
Please follow the steps below:

1. From the DL PLUS web interface, navigate to Setup > DL Security > DL Trigger menu, then 
click the Advanced tab and select Face Recognition.

2. Configure the required settings as below:

a. Video Source: Select a video source channel from the drop-down menu.

b. Name: Enter a name for the face recognition trigger preset.

c. Recognition Mode: Select a face recognition mode.

i. Unregistered: Trigger when a face that is not registered in a specific face group is 
detected.

ii. Comparison: Trigger when a face is recognised from a registered face. The minimum 
percentage similarity to the registered face can be configured.

iii. Facial Attribute Filtering: Trigger when a face that meets estimated age/gender 
demographics is detected.

d. Liveliness Detection: Liveliness detection can help guard against attempts to falsify a face 
recognition system using photos or other techniques. The liveliness threshold can be 
configured; the greater this value is the stricter rules are applied when deciding if a face is 
a live person.

3.  If desired, import an existing detection rule zone. Or, create a new zone by clicking 
and dragging the corners of the yellow box. Clicking within the lines allows for multiple 
manipulation points to be created to fit any irregular area. 

4. When all settings have been configured, click Apply to save.
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MASK/SUNGLASS DETECTION
The mask/sunglass trigger can be configured to trigger when specific mask and/or sunglass 
criteria is detected. 

To configure a face recognition trigger preset, first ensure the face recognition chip is installed, 
the corresponding license and mask/sunglass license is activated and set a desired channel to 
use the face recognition license. Please follow the steps below:

1. From the DL PLUS web interface, navigate to Setup > DL Security > DL Trigger menu, then 
click the Advanced tab and select Mask/Sunglass.

2. Configure the required settings as below:

a. Video Source: Select a video source channel from the drop-down menu.

b. Name: Enter a name for the face recognition trigger preset.

c. Mask Detection: Choose whether to use mask detection and select the mask detection 
criteria (Not Wearing, Mask, Facial Cover, Ambiguous).

d. Sunglass Detection: Choose whether to use sunglass/glasses detection (wearing or don’t 
care).

e. Liveliness Detection: Liveliness detection can help guard against attempts to falsify a face 
recognition system using photos or other techniques. The liveliness threshold can be 
configured; the greater this value is the stricter rules are applied when deciding if a face is 
a live person.

3.  If desired, import an existing detection rule zone. Or, create a new zone by clicking 
and dragging the corners of the yellow box. Clicking within the lines allows for multiple 
manipulation points to be created to fit any irregular area. 

4. When all settings have been configured, click Apply to save.
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LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION (LPR)
The license plate recognition trigger can be configured to trigger when unregistered plates are 
detected or when registered places of a specific group are recognized and detected. 

To configure a license plate recognition trigger preset, first ensure the corresponding license is 
activated, and set a desired channel to use the LPR algorithm. Please follow the steps below:

1. From the DL PLUS web interface, navigate to Setup  DL Security  DL Trigger menu, then 
click the Advanced tab and select LPR.

2. Configure the required settings as below:

a. Video Source: Select a video source channel from the drop-down menu.

b. Name: Enter a name for the LPR trigger preset.

c. Recognition Mode: Select a face recognition mode.

i. All Recognized LPs: Trigger for any license plate that matches a registered number.

ii. LPs in Groups: Trigger for any license plate that matches a registered number in a 
specific group. The Matching Policy can be configured to be strict or less strict.

iii. Unregistered LP: Trigger when an unregistered number is detected.

3. If desired, import an existing detection rule zone. Or, create a new zone by clicking 
and dragging the corners of the yellow box. Clicking within the lines allows for multiple 
manipulation points to be created to fit any irregular area. 

4. When all settings have been configured, click Apply to save.
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SYSTEM TRIGGER
System Triggers can be configured to occur based on conventional input-related events.

ALARM IN
Alarm Input Detection is a function that is triggered whenever an alarm sensor connected to the 
DL PLUS alarm input terminal changes state.

For example, one of the DL PLUS Alarm Inputs can be used with a PIR sensor in a ‘Double Knock’ 
scenario. In this case, a DL Trigger could be combined with an Alarm In System Trigger in an Action 
Rule that requires both triggers to be detected in order to trigger specified Event Actions.

To configure an Alarm Input System Trigger, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <SYSTEM TRIGGER> menu. 

2. Select the <ALARM IN> tab.

3. Configure the alarm sensor state that triggers Alarm Input events  
(N/O: Normal Open or N/C: Normal Close).
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RECURRENCE
Recurrence System Trigger is a function that is automatically triggered after a specified time 
interval. For example, it can be configured to repeat every two hours.

To configure a Recurrence System Trigger, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <SYSTEM TRIGGER> menu. 

2. Select the <RECURRENCE> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new Recurrence System Trigger.

4. Configure the Recurrence System Trigger parameters as desired:

a. Name: Enter a custom Recurrence System Trigger preset name.

b. Repeat Every: Set a custom recurring schedule (Every X sec/min/hours/days).

5. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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SCHEDULE
Custom schedule profiles can be created so Action Rules only occur and trigger event actions 
only when desired.

To create a new Schedule preset, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <SCHEDULE> menu. 

2. Inside the <SCHEDULE> tab, click the <ADD> button to create a new Schedule preset.

3. Configure the Schedule preset parameters as desired:

a. Name: Enter a custom Schedule preset name.

b. Day of the Week: Select which days will apply to this Schedule preset.

c. Time Range: Set a start/end time for the Schedule preset. If the times match then the 
Schedule applies for the full 24 hours of each day selected.

i. For example, to create a Schedule preset that applies to Weekends/24 Hours, 
select Saturday and Sunday and 00:00-00:00 time range.

4. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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EVENT ACTION
A wide variety of event actions can be configured to trigger when a DL Trigger or System Trigger 
are detected as part of an Action Rule. These event actions can interface with hard-wired 
equipment, network software, VMS platforms, select Concept Pro recorders, and more.

NETWORK EVENT ACTIONS
Network Event Actions are actions that transmit over the network to other software platforms or 
programs.

E-MAIL
E-mail event notifications can include snapshot images and may be used by some monitoring 
software platforms for monitored event verification.

To configure an E-mail Event Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <NETWORK> - <EMAIL> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new E-mail Event Action.
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4. Configure the E-mail Event Action parameters as desired:

a. Name: Enter a custom E-mail Event Action preset name.

b. To: Enter recipient e-mail addresses. Multiple recipients may be added, but e-mail 
addresses must be separated by commas.

c. Attach Snapshot: Select if image snapshot(s) of the event should be attached to the 
event notification e-mail.

d. Snapshot Time Range: Select a time range for event snapshots to be included. Image 
snapshots will be saved and sent for every second of the configured snapshot time 
range (e.g., if set to 2 secs before and 5 seconds after each event e-mail will have 7 
image snapshots attached). This increases the chance of a useful image snapshot 
being attached to the event e-mail notification but may result in slower e-mail 
transmission times.

e. Provider: Select a pre-existing e-mail provider or enter custom e-mail provider 
settings (Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo, Sureview).

f. SMTP Server: Enter the e-mail provider’s SMTP server address and port number.

g. Encryption: Select if TLS/SSL encryption must be used or turn encryption off.

h. Validate Server Certificate: Turn on if validation is required by the e-mail provider.

i. From E-mail: If applicable, enter the sender e-mail address.

j. SMTP Authentication: Check this option if server authentication is required.

k. Username: Enter the username for access to e-mail provider.

l. Password: Enter the password for access to e-mail provider.

m. Event Action Message: Select to use a pre-existing e-mail event template or 
create a custom template to contain only the information required. Templates include 
Sureview XML, JSON, JSON (pretty), Simple Message, Basic Message, and Object 
List. Select any additional information tokens from the drop-down menu and click 
<ADD> to add upon an existing or custom template.

n. Editable Box: Move tokens around and make the template fit a desired format.

o. Message Example: Displays an example of the configured e-mail template.

p. Send Example Message: Click <TEST> to send a test e-mail to the configured 
recipients to confirm the e-mail server connection is working.

5. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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HTTP
HTTP event actions can include snapshot images and transmit event information to network 
software platforms.

To configure an HTTP Event Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <NETWORK> - <HTTP> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new HTTP Event Action.

4. Configure the HTTP Event Action parameters as desired:

a. Name: Enter a custom HTTP Event Action preset name.

b. Protocol: Select whether to use HTTP or secure HTTPS protocol.
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c. URL: Enter the target address for HTTP commands.

d. Authentication: Select whether to use authentication for commands (None/Basic/
Digest). Basic or Digest should be used if HTTPS protocol is selected.

e. Method: Select GET or POST method for HTTP command preset.

f. Content Type: Set to multipart/form-data by default for POST method.

g. Attach Snapshot: Select if image snapshot(s) of the event should be attached to the 
event notification e-mail.

h. Snapshot Time Range: Select a time range for event snapshots to be included. Image 
snapshots will be saved and sent for every second of the configured snapshot time 
range (e.g., if set to 2 secs before and 5 seconds after each event e-mail will have 7 
image snapshots attached). This increases the chance of a useful image snapshot 
being attached to the event notification but may result in slower transmission times.

i. Event Action Message: Select to use a pre-existing event template or create a custom 
template to contain only the information required. Templates include Sureview XML, 
JSON, JSON (pretty), Simple Message, Basic Message, and Object List. Select any 
additional information tokens from the drop-down menu and click <ADD> to add 
upon an existing or custom template.

j. Editable Box: Move tokens around and make the template fit a desired format.

k. Message Example: Displays an example of the configured template.

l. Send Example Message: Click <TEST> to send a test HTTP command to the 
configured target address to confirm the connection is working.

5. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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TCP
TCP event actions can transmit event information to other software platforms via TCP network 
protocol.

To configure a TCP Event Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <NETWORK> - <TCP> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new TCP Event Action.

4. Configure the TCP Event Action parameters as desired:

a. Name: Enter a custom TCP Event Action preset name.

b. Host: Enter the target address for TCP commands.

c. Port: Enter the target port number for TCP commands.

d. Event Action Message: Select to use a pre-existing event template or create a custom 
template to contain only the information required. Templates include Sureview XML, 
JSON, JSON (pretty), Simple Message, Basic Message, and Object List. Select any 
additional information tokens from the drop-down menu and click <ADD> to add 
upon an existing or custom template.

e. Editable Box: Move tokens around and make the template fit a desired format.

f. Message Example: Displays an example of the configured template.

g. Send Example Message: Click <TEST> to send a test TCP command to the 
configured target address to confirm the connection is working.

5. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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FTP
FTP event actions can include snapshot images and transmit event information to an FTP 
server.

To configure an FTP Event Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <NETWORK> - <FTP> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new FTP Event Action.
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4. Configure the FTP Event Action parameters as desired:

a. Name: Enter a custom FTP Event Action preset name.

b. Host: Enter the target FTP server address.

c. Port: Enter the target FTP server port number (default: 21).

d. Passive Mode: Selected by default and recommended for all use. Uncheck if active 
mode is preferred.

e. Username: Enter the FTP server username.

f. Password: Enter the FTP server password.

g. Snapshot Time Range: Select a time range for event snapshots to be included. Image 
snapshots will be saved and sent for every second of the configured snapshot time 
range (e.g., if set to 2 secs before and 5 seconds after each event 7 image snapshots 
will be transmitted). This increases the chance of a useful image snapshot being 
attached to the event notification but may result in slower transmission times.

h. Directory Name Format: Select the Basic Naming template. Select any additional 
information tokens from the drop-down menu and click <ADD> to add upon an 
existing or custom template.

i. File Name Format: Select the Basic Naming template. Select any additional 
information tokens from the drop-down menu and click <ADD> to add upon an 
existing or custom template.

j. Send Example Message: Click <TEST> to send a test FTP notification to the 
configured target address to confirm the connection is working.

5. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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ONVIF
The DL PLUS product can transmit ONVIF events via an RTSP metadata stream.

To configure an ONVIF Event Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <NETWORK> - <ONVIF> tab.

3. Review the ONVIF and ONVIF Event Topic information for reference if configuration from 
a third-party device/software is required. Select to send motion detection event data as 
well if desired.

4. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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SYSTEM EVENT ACTIONS
System Event Actions are actions that transmit via DL PLUS rear panel I/O or occur within the 
DL PLUS user interface.

DISARM
The DL PLUS product is in an armed state by default, but it can be configured to disarm by 
HTTP command, Alarm Input event, or manual disarming via Live view. When the system is in 
a disarmed state it will not trigger action rules and their corresponding event actions even if it 
would normally do so if the system was armed.

To configure a System Disarm Event Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <SYSTEM> - <DISARM> tab.

3. Review and configure the Disarm Setup parameters shown:

a. Status: Displays the current system status (Arm/Disarm).

b. Connected Control: Select the desired method for arming/disarming the system.

i. Manual/HTTP API: Select to arm/disarm via HTTP command. Click the 
information icon for more information on the relevant HTTP command.

ii. Alarm Input: Select a DL PLUS alarm input to serve as the arm/disarm key switch. 
When selected, triggering the designated alarm input will resulting in arming/
disarming the system.

4. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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ALARM OUT
The DL PLUS alarm relay output can be configured to trigger when a DL Trigger or System 
Trigger is detected. This alarm relay output can be connected to external equipment, such as a 
siren, to alert people of an event.

To configure an Alarm Out Event Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <SYSTEM> - <ALARM OUT> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new Alarm Out Event Action.

4. Review and configure the Alarm Out preset parameters shown:

a. Name: Enter a custom name for the Alarm Out preset.

b. Output Type: Select the operation method for the DL PLUS alarm relay output.

i. On for Duration: Turn the alarm relay output on for a set period, then it 
automatically turns off.

ii. ON: Turn the alarm relay output continuously on.

iii. OFF: Turn the alarm relay output continuously off.

5. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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AUDIO BACK CHANNEL
The DL PLUS can be configured to send a pre-recorded audio file to a compatible device via 
ONVIF audio backchannel. 

To configure an Audio Back Channel Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <SYSTEM> - <AUDIO BACK CHANNEL> tab.

3. Click the <ADD> button to create a new Audio Back Channel Event Action.

4. Review and configure the Audio Back Channel preset parameters shown:

a. Target Channel: Select a channel to send the audio file.

b. Name: Enter a custom name for the Audio Back Channel

c. Audio File: Select UPLOAD to add a new audio file (mp3/wav file formats supported). 
Once uploaded, select the desired audio file from the drop-down menu. 

5. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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VIDEO POPUP
A Video Popup system event action opens the video source channel in full screen on the DL 
PLSU web live view and HDMI live video output when an event is detected.

To configure a Video Popup Event Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <SYSTEM> - <VIDEO POPUP> tab.

3. Review and configure the Video Popup parameters shown:

a. Video Popup Duration: Set the time period for full screen video popup (1-60s).

4. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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RS485
A custom event notification message can be configured to transmit via DL PLUS rear panel RS-
485 port to external equipment, such as access control platforms.

To configure a RS485 Event Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <SYSTEM> - <RS485> tab.

3. Review and configure the RS485 parameters shown:

a. Baud Rate: Set the baud rate for RS485 transmission (2400-115200 bps; please refer 
to the RS485 equipment user manual for supported baud rates).

b. Event Action Message: Select to use a pre-existing event template or create a custom 
template to contain only the information required. Templates include Sureview XML, 
JSON, JSON (pretty), Simple Message, Basic Message, and Object List. Select any 
additional information tokens from the drop-down menu and click <ADD> to add 
upon an existing or custom template.

c. Editable Box: Move tokens around and make the template fit a desired format.

d. Message Example: Displays an example of the configured template.

e. Send Example Message: Click <TEST> to send a test RS485 command to confirm 
the connection is working.

4. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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COUNTER RESET
An existing DL Marketing counter can be configured to reset to a specific value when a DL 
Trigger is detected.

To configure a Counter Reset Event Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <SYSTEM> - <COUNTER RESET> tab.

 

Review and configure the Counter Reset parameters shown:

a. Name: Enter a custom name for the Counter Reset preset.

b. Target Counter: Select the desired DL Marketing counter to reset.

c. Reset Count: Select the counter value to which the counter should be reset.

3. 4. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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VMS EVENT ACTIONS
VMS Event Actions are actions that transmit event data to supported VMS products that have 
been specifically integrated with DL PLUS.

CORTROLTM

For a video tutorial of configuring DL PLUS events with CortrolTM VMS, please refer to:  
https://youtu.be/yDxTFfNnvm

GENETECTM

For a video tutorial of configuring DL PLUS events with GenetecTM VMS, please refer to: 
https://youtu.be/ewjL8QHgR-

NXTM

For a video tutorial of configuring DL PLUS events with NxTM VMS, please refer to:  
https://youtu.be/QRpj3BiHfi

More VMS products will be integrated over time.
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NVR/DVR EVENT ACTIONS (UNIVERSAL MODE)
NVR/DVR Event Actions can be configured when using DL PLUS in Universal Mode to transmit 
event metadata to a supported Concept Pro network video recorder or digital video recorder 
product. Once connected, events configured via DL PLUS web interface can trigger Live Event 
thumbnail timeline population, DL/Alarm recording, and DL events from the NVR/DVR user 
interface. Additionally, detected events can be searched/filtered from the NVR/DVR search menu.

Supported Concept Pro recorders include:

• VUHDIP-4/8/16 with firmware v. 103137.28A or later.

SEQURINET (UNIVERSAL MODE)
A Sequrinet NVR/DVR event action transmits event metadata to a supported Concept Pro 
network video recorder or digital video recorder product. Once connected, events configured 
via DL PLUS web interface can trigger Live Event thumbnail timeline population, DL/Alarm 
recording, and DL events from the NVR/DVR user interface. Additionally, detected events can 
be searched/filtered from the NVR/DVR search menu. For optimal performance, use only the 
second stream for cameras connected to the NVR/DVR when using Universal Mode.

To configure a Sequrinet Event Action, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <EVENT ACTION> menu. 

2. Select the <NVR/DVR> - <SEQURINET> tab.
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3. Review and configure the Sequrinet parameters shown:

a. Name: Enter a custom name for the Sequrinet preset.

b. Host: Enter the address of the target Concept Pro recorder.

c. Port: Enter the port number of the target Concept Pro recorder.

d. Protocol: Select HTTP/HTTPS protocol (depending on recorder setting).

e. Username: Enter the username of the target Concept Pro recorder.

f. Password: Enter the password of the target Concept Pro recorder.

g. Connection: Press <CHECK> to verify device connection.

h. Event Data: Check to transmit event metadata to the target Concept Pro recorder. 
This is recommended for all Universal Mode applications as it is required to update 
the recorder live event timeline, trigger DL/alarm recording and DL events, and allow 
for searching and filtering events from the DL Search menu.

i. Panic Recording: Check to trigger panic recording on the target Concept Pro recorder 
when deep learning events are detected.

4. When all parameters are configured, click <APPLY> to save the settings.
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CREATING A COMPLETE ACTION RULE
Once DL Trigger, System Trigger, Schedule, and Event Action presets have been configured, 
an Action Rule must be created that combines all these elements for the DL PLUS product to 
begin detecting events.

To create a new Action Rule, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <ACTION RULES> menu. 

2. Click <ADD> to begin configuring a new Action Rule.

3. In Step 1 – Information, review and configure the Action Rule parameters shown:

a. Rule Name: Enter a custom name for the Action Rule.

4. When finished, click <NEXT> to proceed to Step 2.

5. In Step 2 – Trigger Setup, review and configure the Action Rule parameters shown:

a. Trigger: Select a DL or System Trigger and video source channel.

b. Link: Click the button to go straight to the DL Trigger menu.

6. When finished, click <NEXT> to proceed to Step 3, or press <PREV> to move back to Step 1.
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7. In Step 3 – Condition Setup, review and configure the Action Rule Condition parameters 
shown:

a. Schedule: Select ‘Always’ or another created Schedule preset that the Action Rule 
should follow.

b. Linked to ‘Disarm’ State: Select to link the Action Rule to the system arm/disarm 
state. If linked, the Action Rule will trigger if the system is armed and all other Action 
Rule conditions are met and will not trigger if the system is disarmed.

c. Add Condition: Click the + button to add another condition that must be met to 
trigger the Action Rule. This ‘Double Knock’ condition can help reduce false alarms. 
Select another DL Trigger or Alarm Input System Trigger and corresponding (+/-
/+or-) time interval. For example, an Action Rule can be configured to only trigger 
if an Intrusion Detection DL Trigger is detected within 5 seconds of an Alarm Input 
detection.

8. When finished, click <NEXT> to proceed to Step 4, or press <PREV> to move back to 
Step 2.
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9. In Step 4 – Action Setup, review and configure the Action Rule Event Action parameters 
shown:

a. Default Actions: ONVIF RTSP Metadata Stream and DL PLUS Event Log are default 
actions.

b. Add Actions: Select any Network, System, VMS, and/or NVR/DVR Event Action 
preset that has been created.

c. Multiple Event Actions can be created, and actions can be deleted by clicking the 
Delete icon.

10. When finished, click <NEXT> to proceed to Step 5, or press <PREV> to move back to 
Step 3.

11. In Step 5 – Rule Summary, review the Acton Rule parameters. Click <PREV> to go back 
and edit any parameters, or press <APPLY> to save the Action Rule.
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12. Batch filtering by channel and trigger type can be performed from the <ACTION 
RULES> menu. After filtering, rules can be deleted if desired or de-activated by channel.
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STATISTICS
Deep Learning statistics can be collected, exported, and reported based on a variety of filters to 
provide additional value to a video surveillance system.

COUNTING
To filter deep learning data from configured triggers, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <STATISTICS> menu. 

2. Click the <COUNTING> tab to filter trigger counting data.

a. Channel: Select one or all video source channels for counting.

b. Trigger Type: Select a DL Trigger for counting.

c. Counting Type: Select hourly or daily breakdowns for counting.

d. Time Range: Select start and end dates/times for counting.

e. Counting: Click to display the counting data.

f. Export: Click to export the filtered counting data in .csv format.
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REPORTING
Alternatively, periodic counting data reports can be configured to be sent automatically by 
e-mail or FTP. To create a reporting profile, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL SECURITY> - <STATISTICS> menu. 

2. Click the <REPORTING> tab then <ADD> to create a new Reporting preset.

3. Configure the Reporting parameters below:

a. Name: Enter a custom name for the Reporting preset.

b. Period: Select the frequency for the counting report (Hourly/Daily/Weekly/Monthly) 
and corresponding day/time if applicable.

c. Add Target Triggers: Select individual DL Triggers for counting or select All Triggers.

d. Add Recipient: Select an existing E-mail preset or configure an FTP server 
connection.

4. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.
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DL MARKETING
Deep learning video analysis not only reduces false alarms but can also be used for marketing 
and business intelligence purposes. The DL PLUS can create counters specifically for counting 
people and vehicles according to specific zone or line crossing behaviour. This data can be 
especially useful for retail and other vertical markets that require counting or flow analysis data 
for decision-making.

DL COUNTERS
DL Counters can be created from existing DL Triggers or follow entirely separate rules to provide 
live counting data. Data can also be exported in industry standard CSV and JSON formats for 
building business intelligence databases.

To create and configure DL Counters, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, navigate to <DL MARKETING> - <DL COUNTERS> menu. 

2. Click <ADD> to create a new DL Counter preset.

3. Configure the DL Counter parameters below:

a. Name: Enter a custom name for the DL Counter.

b. Counting Zones: Click <ADD ZONE> to create a new counting zone.
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i. Video Source: Select a video source channel for the DL Counter.

ii. Target Object: Select at least one target object for counting (person/bike/car).

iii. Zone Name: Enter a custom name for the DL Counter Zone.

iv. Zone Type: Select a zone shape for counting (line/area).

v. Count Increase: Select a behaviour for increasing the counter (line: forward/
reverse/both; area: enter/exit/both).

vi. Count Decrease: Select a behaviour for decreasing the counter (line: forward/
reverse/both; area: enter/exit/both).

vii. Click <APPLY> to finished creating the new Zone.

c. Count Reset: Click <ADD SCHEDULE> to create a new schedule for resetting the DL Counter.

i. Frequency: Select the frequency for resetting the DL Counter (daily/weekly/
monthly).

ii. Day: Select the day of the week/month for resetting the DL Counter.

iii. Time: Select the time of day for resetting the DL Counter.

iv. Click <APPLY> to finish creating the new Count Reset profile.

d. Loss Rate Correction: If the Counter Loss Rate Correction license is applied, this 
feature can be set to automatically calculate the loss rate for a counter over time.  
This is useful for a scenario where a counter has an increasing count rule and 
decreasing count rule that should be balanced each day (e.g., store occupancy).

e. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.

4. Whenever the <DL COUNTERS> menu is re-opened, a live Counter List will display all 
created DL Counters. Different operations can be completed from this Counter List:

a. Name: Lists the names of each created DL Counter.

b. Count: Displays the most recent count for each DL Counter. Click the button to 
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update all counts.

c. Count Reset: Click <RESET> to reset a DL Counter.

d. Statistics: Click the button to filter and search statistics:

i. Counter: Select one or multiple DL Counters for review.

ii. Resolution: Select the time units to breakdown data 
(5/15/30min/1hour/1day/1week/1month)

iii. Period: Select the start and end dates for statistical review.

iv. Time Filter: If selected, indicate a start and end time for statistical review (e.g., if 
only data from business hours is desired for review).

v. Day of Week Filter: If selected, indicate the specific days that should be included 
for statistic review (e.g., if only data from business days is desired for review).

vi. Data Format: Select the data format type (JSON/CSV).

vii. Search: Click to search and display counting data in JSON format.

viii. Download: Click to search and download counting data in CSV format.

ix. Request URL: Click to display the HTTP command URL to retrieve the data 
remotely.

x. Response: Displays the raw JSON data.
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SEARCH
Event data and system configuration events can be searched and exported for external review.

EVENT LOG
Event data for each channel can be searched and exported in .csv format for future review. To 
search event logs, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <SEARCH> - <EVENT LOG> menu.

2. Enter the search parameters as follows:

a. Channel: Select All Channels or a specific channel to search.

b. Time Range: Input a start and end date/time to search.

c. Search: Click to search and display results in the window below.

d. Export: Click to export the search results in .csv file format.
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SYSTEM LOG
System events, such as booting and log-in events, can also be searched and exported in .csv 
format for future review. To search the system log, please follow the steps below:

3. From the <SETUP> tab, select <SEARCH> - <SYSTEM LOG> menu.

4. Enter the search parameters as follows:

a. Time Range: Input a start and end date/time to search.

b. Search: Click to search and display results in the window below.

c. Export: Click to export the search results in .csv file format.
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FACE RECOGNITION LOG
Face recognition events can also be searched and exported in .csv format for future review. To 
search the FR log, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <SEARCH> - <FR LOG> menu.

2. Enter the search parameters as follows:

a. Channel: Select channels to perform a face recognition log search.

b. Time Range: Input a start and end date/time to search.

c. Search: Click to search and display results in the window below.

d. Export: Click to export the search results in .csv file format.
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DISPLAY
DL PLUS annotated video on-screen display options and video streaming quality settings can 
be configured.

ON-SCREEN DISPLAY (OSD)
The DL PLUS product can provide an annotated video stream via RTSP for integration with 
video players (e.g., VLC Player) or other video management software. The annotations can be 
customised to display items such as object bounding boxes or trajectories. The annotated video 
will display from the DL PLUS HDMI display output, or the RTSP video stream URL for the multi-
view or single channel view can be found from the <LIVE> tab (please refer to the section above 
on Live overview for more information).

To configure the OSD annotation settings, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <DISPLAY> - <OSD> menu.

2. Configure the Annotated Video OSD settings as below:

a. Object Bounding Box: Displays a box around a detected object. Grey boxes appear 
around objects in a static state. White boxes appear around objects in a dynamic 
state. Purple boxes appear for a few seconds around an object that triggers a 
configured Action Rule event.

b. Object Trajectory: Displays a line indicating the path of the detected object as it is 
tracked.

c. Object Class Name: Displays the detected object type (person/bike/car).

d. Confidence Score/Tracking ID: Displays the confidence percentage in the detected 
object classification and tracking ID number. Can be useful for debugging DL 
performance.

e. Static Object: Displays a box around detected static objects.

f. Trigger Zone: Displays the configured DL Trigger lines/areas.

3. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.
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STREAMING QUALITY
The streaming quality for the Channel 0 video encoding and individual channels can be 
configured for remote RTSP video streaming performance. To configure streaming quality 
settings, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <DISPLAY> - <STREAMING QUALITY> menu.

2. Configure the Streaming Quality settings as below:

a. Multiview: Select the desired video quality setting for CH0 multi-view stream.

b. Single View: Select the desired video quality settings for CH1-16 single channel 
streams.

3. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.
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SNAPSHOT
The snapshot quality for snapshots sent to clients can configured. To configure snapshot quality 
settings, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <DISPLAY> - <SNAPSHOT> menu.

2. Configure the Snapshot Quality settings as below:

a. Snapshot Size: Select the desired resolution for snapshots. Note that higher 
resolution images may result in limited pre/post snapshot allowances. 

3. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.
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NETWORK
Configure the DL PLUS network settings for both RJ45 Ethernet outputs. DL PLUS products 
support IPv4, IPv6, and link local address systems.

IP SETUP
Configure the DL PLUS IP Address or utilise DHCP to automatically assign IP addresses.

ETHERNET1
Ethernet1 is the main RJ45 Ethernet port on the DL PLUS rear panel for connection to the 
remote network. To configure Ethernet 1 settings, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <NETWORK> - <IP SETUP> menu.

2. Select the <ETHERNET1> tab.

3. Configure the network settings as below:

a. DHCP: Select to dynamically and automatically assign key network settings to the 
DL PLUS device according to the currently connected network environment. The DL 
PLUS product is set to DHCP by default.

b. IP Address: Displays the current IPv4 address.

c. Subnet Mask: Displays the network subnet mask address.

d. Gateway: Displays the network gateway/router address.

e. 1st DNS: Displays the primary DNS address.

f. 2nd DNS: Displays the secondary DNS address.

g. Link Local Address: Displays the IPv4 link local address.

h. IPv6 Link Local Address: Displays the IPv6 link local address.

4. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.
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ETHERNET2
Ethernet2 is the secondary RJ45 Ethernet port on the DL PLUS rear panel for connection to 
another network that contains IP cameras or other video equipment that can be used as video 
sources. To configure Ethernet 2 settings, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <NETWORK> - <IP SETUP> menu.

2. Select the <ETHERNET2> tab.

3. Configure the network settings as below:

a. DHCP: Select to dynamically and automatically assign key network settings to the 
DL PLUS device according to the currently connected network environment. The DL 
PLUS product is set to DHCP by default.

b. IP Address: Displays the current IPv4 address.

c. Subnet Mask: Displays the network subnet mask address.

d. Gateway: Displays the network gateway/router address.

e. 1st DNS: Displays the primary DNS address.

4. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.
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SERVICE PORT
The service ports for the DL PLUS unit can be configured if desired. To configure ports settings, 
please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <NETWORK> - <SERVICE PORT> menu.

2. Configure the service port settings as desired.

3. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.
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IP FILTER
For additional network security, an IP filter can be configured to specifically deny remote 
connections or only allow connections to specific addresses. To configure IP filter settings, 
please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <NETWORK> - <IP FILTER> menu.

2. Configure the IP filter settings as follows:

a. IP List: Click ADD to add a new IP address.

b. IP Filter Enable: Select whether to apply an IP filter.

c. IP Filter Rule: Select whether the IP filter should be a white list or black list.

3. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.
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USER
Configure default username and password credentials or add a new user.

USER MANAGEMENT
The DL PLUS allows for multiple Administrator and Viewer level users to be created.  
To configure user settings, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <USER> - <USER MANAGEMENT> menu.

2. Click the <EDIT> button for the default ADMIN user.

a. The default username and password for DL PLUS is ADMIN/1234. For security 
reasons, it is highly recommended that the username and password are changed 
to complex variations that use capital and lowercase letters as well as numbers and 
symbols.

3. Alternatively, click <ADD> to create a new user.

a. User ID: Enter a new username.

b. Group: Select ADMIN (Setup privileges included) or VIEWER (Live privileges only).

c. Password: Enter a new password.

d. Confirm Password: Re-enter the new password.

4. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.
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SYSTEM
Configure basic system settings, reset or upgrade the DL PLUS product, manage license keys, 
and review the API documentation for DL PLUS integration.

DATE/TIME
Configure the DL PLUS system date/time, configure automatic NTP sync settings, or change 
the time zone. To configure date/time settings, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <SYSTEM> - <DATE/TIME> menu.

2. Configure the Date/Time settings as below:

a. Date/Time: Click to manually configure the system date/time.

b. Date Format: Click to select a date format.

c. Time Format: Click to select 24 HOUR/12 HOUR time format.

d. Time Server: Enter a custom NTP server address or use the default address. Click 
SYNC to manually sync the system date/time.

e. Auto Time Sync: Select whether the system should automatically sync with the NTP 
server each day.

f. Time Zone: Select the system time zone.

g. DST: Select whether to apply Daylight Savings Time settings. 

3. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.
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SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
Perform key system functions such as firmware upgrade, factory default reset, reboot, import/
export system database files, or debugging. To perform these system management settings, 
please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <SYSTEM> - <SYSTEM MANAGEMENT> menu.

2. Configure the System Management settings as below:

a. F/W Upgrade: Click <UPGRADE> to upgrade DL PLUS firmware over the network. 
Select a firmware file and click <START> to begin upgrading the firmware. Please 
follow all steps and do not remove the power supply from the DL PLUS during the 
upgrade process.

i. The firmware file should be in .bin format.

ii. All DL PLUS operations will stop during the firmware upgrade process.

iii. The firmware upgrade process should take approximately 3-10 minutes to 
complete; after upgrading the firmware the DL PLUS unit will reboot.

iv. Do not disconnect the power or Ethernet cables from the DL PLUS during the 
firmware upgrade process; doing so may result in damaging the product and 
requiring product repairs.

b. Factory Default: Click <LOAD> to reset the DL PLUS to factory default conditions. 
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This will erase all settings.

i. Select ‘Network Settings Remain Current’ option to reset all settings except the 
currently configured network settings.

c. System Reboot: Click <REBOOT> to reboot the DL PLUS unit. Alternatively, add a 
Schedule to regularly reboot the DL PLUS unit.

d. System DB: Click <EXPORT> to save DL PLUS settings database file to the client PC. 
Click <IMPORT> to import a DL PLUS configuration file and apply the settings to the 
DL PLUS unit.

e. Debug Logs: Click <DOWNLOAD> to download the system log for debugging 
purposes.

f. Remote Assistance: Click to turn on remote assistance if a technical issue occurs 
during operation. Review the terms of service, and if agreed, contact your product 
provider and provide the MAC Address and Remote Code information. Please keep 
this feature off unless explicitly instructed to turn Remote Assistance on.

SYSTEM INFORMATION
This menu displays key system information, such as Model, F/W Version, and MAC Address. 
Please provide this information to the product provider if a technical issue occurs during 
product operation.
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SECURITY
Configure user account security options to increase product security. To configure security 
options, please follow the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <SYSTEM> - <SECURITY> menu.

2. Configure the Security settings as below:

a. Enhanced User ID: Select whether to apply advanced security criteria to usernames.

b. Enhanced Password: Select whether to apply advanced security criteria to 
passwords.

i. Usernames must be at least 5 characters long.

ii. Passwords cannot contain the username.

iii. Passwords must be at least 8 characters long and contain at least one each of 
uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers, and symbols.

c. Auto Logout: Select whether to automatically logout after a set idle time period.

d. Wait Time: Select the desired idle time period to elapse before automatically logging 
out.

3. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.
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LICENSE KEY
Over time, additional deep learning algorithms may be released that can be purchased 
separately and applied to an existing DL PLUS unit. To add or edit license keys, please follow 
the steps below:

1. From the <SETUP> tab, select <SYSTEM> - <LICENSE KEY> menu.

2. Configure the License Key settings as below:

a. Edit: Click to add or edit a new option license key.

3. When finished, click <APPLY> to save these settings.

API DOCUMENT
Clicking this menu opens the DL PLUS API documentation in a new tab. This API document 
may be used by third party developers to integrate the DL PLUS product into their software or 
other products.
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OPTIMISING CAMERA INSTALLATION
The accuracy of a deep learning-based installation will heavily depend upon various 
environmental and installation factors. The following guidelines are recommended for the best 
performance (>95% accuracy):

INDOOR INSTALLATIONS
Please follow the instructions below for indoor camera installations:

1. Decide on a standard recognition position. Where will the camera be installed, and 
where must objects be detected? Installing the camera so objects pass through the 
centre of the field of view is recommended. 

2. Install the camera at an appropriate height for object recognition. For example, a 
camera with f=2.8mm lens installed on an indoor ceiling at a height of 2.7m would most 
accurately detect objects between 7.5-8m from the camera.

3. Install the camera at an appropriate angle for object recognition. This is critical for 
accurate object detection. The camera should be installed at an angle that meets the 
centre of the desired object when it would be the optimal distance away. For example, 
for a camera with f=2.8mm lens installed on an indoor ceiling at a height of 2.7m would 
have an accurate detection zone at 7.5-8m away from the camera. The corresponding 
ideal installation angle would be 70°.  
If there is limited space in the installation environment—for example, if less than 4m is 
available between the camera and target object range—the installation angle can be 
adjusted to a more severe angle. However, as the angle reaches 0-30° the ability to 
accurately apply tracking rule types decreases.

4. For deep learning rules that depend upon object tracking in addition to detection, the 
total range of object movement should be considered. 

5. For deep learning rules that depend upon object tracking in addition to detection, the 
total range of object movement should be considered. 
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OUTDOOR INSTALLATIONS
Please follow the additional criteria below for outdoor camera installations:

1. Install the camera at an appropriate angle for object recognition. This is critical for 
accurate object detection outdoors. For example, a camera with f=2.8mm lens installed 
on a utility pole at a height of 7.5m should be adjusted at about 50° to match the 
centre point of objects 8-8.5m away. Accuracy will decrease as the installation angle 
decreases.

2. The maximum object recognition distance is obtained when the camera is almost 
horizontal (installation angle close to 90°). For example, a camera with a f=3.3mm lens 
would be able to detect people up to 55m and vehicles up to 80m.

3. Vehicle detection also follows the recommended installation angle/height range. For 
example, refer to the scene below:

Detecting vehicles at greater heights can best be achieved as follows:
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